The following course units are under development and to be featured units on this degree but are not yet ready for enrolments and students should plan study according to the units that are currently available: Textiles 1.1: Introducing Textile Practice, Textiles 1.2: Investigating Textile Materials and Methods, Textiles 1.3: Textile Ideas and Contexts, Textiles 2: Contemporary Textile Crafts, Textiles 2: Future Focused Textiles, Textiles 2: Communication Through Textiles, Textiles 3.1 Practice and Research. Textiles 3.2 External Projects (40 credits), Textiles 3.3 Major Project.

If units are numbered, this is the suggested order per level they should be studied. Units labelled (Core) are mandatory and must be undertaken. Units marked * on the degree pathway are core but not yet available for enrolment. Degrees with core units unavailable for enrolment cannot be studied at full time intensity. Version TX072020V2.